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3Editorial

The world moves quickly these days – or at least  
we might get that impression in our often hectic 
day-to-day existence. Nevertheless, many areas of  
our lives are influenced by long-term developments 
that have come to be known as megatrends.

As well as shaping everyday life, long-term trends also have a huge impact  
on the economy. This makes thematic investments especially interesting  
for people who are prepared to take the long view.

Many thematic investments profit from strong trends and can enhance a  
portfolio with intelligent tactical plays. However, this is easier said than done. 
It is important to choose a theme that can be invested in efficiently. See  
page 4 for an explanation of what thematic investing is all about and how 
themes can be made investable.

Smart investment strategies allow you to tap into megatrends with our  
tracker certificates on selected thematic investments. Investing in a trend 
before the crowd catches on can be especially crucial, so it is important to 
have fast access to the market and a certain amount of flexibility when it 
comes to adapting to a changing market environment. This is where thematic 
certificates come into their own. You can find an overview of selected 
Vontobel thematic investments and their product details starting on page 8.

I hope you find this brochure an enjoyable and inspiring read and wish you 
great success with your investments!

Best regards

Eric Blattmann
Head Public Distribution Investment Strategies Europe

 Vontobel thematic investments
For an overview of all the themes  
on which Vontobel offers certificates, 
see derinet.com/thematicinvestments.



4 Harness the power of themes

Particularly during challenging times, it can help to think 
outside the box and view the investment cosmos from a 
different angle. This has become a credo in many fields 
and holds the potential to open up new opportunities.

Have classic portfolio approaches had their day?
Not only is the effectiveness of traditional bond invest-
ments increasingly being called into question these days, 
tried-and-tested equity strategies have also long since 
ceased to be regarded as guaranteeing success. The 
inherent short-sightedness of conventional relative value 
strategies, for instance, is at odds with the long-term 
character of an investment portfolio. This, together with 
the exclusive focus on a benchmark, could lead to missed 
opportunities. The usual benchmarking approach fails  
to account for trends that unfold across many new areas 
at once, which may cause unwanted risks in the future. 
One solution that could go some way towards solving  
the problem is to incorporate thematic investments in 
your portfolio.

Thematic satellites for your portfolio
Thematic investments are nothing new, of course, but 
sometimes all you need to do to break new ground is  
take various ideas that have already proven their worth 
and combine them. For example, thematic investments 
can easily be embedded into a core-satellite strategy. 
This approach to portfolio management has been well 
known for a long time and has withstood many a test. 
The basic idea behind it is that the portfolio’s assets  
are divided among a core investment and a number of 
satellites. Representing the bulk of the portfolio, the core 
investment is one that holds its value well. It is usually 
broadly diversified across a wide range of investment 
instruments and all asset classes. Investors choose the 
components of their core portfolio in line with their per-
sonal preferences and risk tolerance, often opting for 
equity portfolios that are close to a benchmark or ETFs.
The satellites, meanwhile, are individual investments that 
are independent of each other. Since they are not tied to 
the core, they can be seen as like moons orbiting around 
a planet. Their job is to generate additional returns and 
enhance the long-term strategy with tactical plays.

Seizing opportunities while keeping risks in check
The diversified core of a core-satellite portfolio can thus 
be used to seize opportunities that arise on the broader 
market while keeping risks in check. Thematic invest-
ments employed as satellites can act as additional return 
drivers. Offering greater potential returns than the core 
investment, they should be a source of excess return, also 
known as alpha. Ideally, a satellite should show little or  
no correlation to the more defensive core portfolio if it is 
to have any chance of outperforming. However, higher 
expected returns also mean higher levels of risk, so care 
must be taken to ensure that the types and number of 
satellites taken into consideration match the investor’s 
personal risk profile. As a general rule, the aim should be 
to capture trends right at the start.

What, then, can lend thematic satellites better return 
prospects? The basic idea behind thematic investing is  
to harness the earnings power of “another good idea” – 
the theme. The focus is not on a specific stock, sector  
or region but on the activities of companies that stand to 
profit from a particular trend and thus gain value. In other 
words, if the trend benefits their business, boosting sales 
and earnings, demand for their shares will hopefully 
increase, and with it their share price. The success of  
an investment theme hinges for the duration of the invest-
ment on where and how the profits and risks accumulate. 
Just because a trend is taking shape from which invest-
ment themes can be derived, this does not necessarily 
mean that it will result in positive returns. It might simply 
be too soon for some investments, too late for others.  
The aim should be to capture a potentially strong trend 
right at the start. Once a theme has been discovered by 
the broad mass of investors, there is a risk that mounting 
interest will push up equity valuations. It is thus clear that, 
in addition to identifying trends at an early stage, fast 
access to the market and a certain amount of flexibility 
when it comes to making adjustments are essential.

Harness the power  
of themes

Many highly dynamic trends are driving the global 
capital markets. Against this backdrop, thematic 
investments can add value to an investment portfolio 
and set it up well for future success.
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Orbiting themes: the core-satellite approach with  
Vontobel certificates on selected investment themes.

Analyse, identify, select
Wayne Gretzky, known as “The Great One”, once said,  
“A good hockey player plays where the puck is. A great 
hockey player plays where the puck is going to be.”  
The same principle underlies investing with thematic  
certificates. Some trends have such a huge impact  
that they open up opportunities over a relatively long 
period of time.

Theme-oriented investors could gear their portfolio to 
profiting from a potential upsurge in the share prices  
of companies that are relevant to their chosen theme. 
Identifying these companies is crucial, but it becomes 
clear in the course of managing the portfolio that active 
thematic investments can only be successful if they do 
not entail an excessive workload. Market situations  
and momentum are constantly changing, so successful  
thematic investments have to be rebalanced in terms  
of their constituent stocks from time to time. Analyse, 
identify, select: an endless cycle of demanding tasks  
that requires not only sharp judgement, but also lots of 
time. The index concept diagram on page 7 illustrates 
how this apparatus can arise.

Avoiding a vicious circle
How many private investors can keep so many individual 
stocks under continual observation themselves and  
still have time to keep on top of the many transactions 
involved? Regular buying and selling can easily lead to  
an explosion in transaction costs, making implementation 
in the portfolio more expensive and eroding much of the 
potential return. One possible solution is thematic certifi-
cates, which allow you to invest in themes and trends  
efficiently. With just one transaction, buying a participa-
tion product like this allows investors not only to gain fast 
access to the market, but also to invest efficiently in their 
chosen thematic index. They additionally remain flexible 

“ A good hockey player plays 
where the puck is. A great 
hockey player plays where 
the puck is going to be.”
Wayne Gretzky
Former Canadian ice hockey player

Vontobel Swiss Research Basket
Swiss companies with a “Buy” rating,  
including small and mid caps

The Golden Age of the Silver Society
Companies set to profit from the demographic 
shift in western regions

Industry 4.0
Companies set to profit from surging  
productivity in traditional manufacturing

Cyber Security
Companies offering technologies to  
enhance digital security

Product information, 
including Valor 
numbers, from page 20

Brief description of 
thematic investments 
from page 8
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throughout the investment period without having to  
make any adjustments themselves. The dynamic thematic 
index ensures that the theme is replicated in a diversified, 
transparent and strictly rule-based manner at all times. 
For this to be possible, a transparent framework of rules 
setting out in fine detail how adjustments are to be  
made must be clearly defined prior to launch. The stock 
selection is reviewed on a regular basis with reference  
to these rules and predefined quantitative criteria.  
Effort, time taken and costs can thus be minimized while 
strategically buying in expertise.

Effectively replicating themes...
The process of developing a thematic investment  
starts with the investment idea, which defines the quality 
of the theme. To ensure that thematic investments  
remain valuable over the long term, Vontobel – the  
leading provider of thematic certificates – makes active 
use of its ever-growing network of internal and external 
experts, as it has done for many years. The know-how  
of a wide variety of specialists is proactively applied  
in the early stages of the development process for a 
Vontobel theme.

 ...implementing themes...
The next task is to implement the theme. For each topic, 
Vontobel works with a partner who offers tailored index 
solutions. The partner implements thematic ideas effec-
tively, drawing up index rule frameworks and launching 
corresponding thematic indices on an independent basis. 
These indices are rebalanced at regular intervals (for 
example once or twice a year), depending on their individ-
ual make-up and trend momentum, with net dividends 
reinvested in the index.

...and efficiently making themes investable
Vontobel is back in the picture, meanwhile, when it  
comes to providing access to themes. The market leader 
in structured investment solutions offers high added 
value because it identifies thematic trends and makes 
them investable at an early stage. Vontobel tracker certifi-
cates are investment vehicles that unite expertise from 
several areas in a single product, as shown in the illustra-
tion above. Investors can use thematic certificates on  
any of the thematic indices to gain almost 100 % partici-
pation in the upside potential (and also the downside risk) 
– after deduction of a predefined management fee.

Source and illustration: Vontobel

Pooling expertise
How Vontobel thematic investments come about

Vontobel

 – One of the market leaders in structured  
investment solutions

 – Many years of experience in thematic  
investments

 – Identifies investable trends at an early stage
 –  Proven track record
 –  Broad network of experts

 – Leading independent index provider with 
focus on tailored index solutions

 – Develops index frameworks independently
 – Adjusts indices over time in line with rules

Index provider

Good ideas: the basis for  
interesting investment themes

Regularly generates Regularly seizes on

Harness the power of themess

Access to thematic indices via Vontobel  
participation certificates
Certificate makes it possible to invest  
in thematic index

Index launch and regular adjustments in  
accordance with own calculations
Thematic index intended to cover investment 
theme as effectively as possible



Sample index concept

How thematic indices  
can arise

Illustration: Vontobel

An Index Committee is  
responsible for monitoring and 
adjusting the index. It also  
decides on adjustments when  
extraordinary events occur that 
have an influence on the index.

Companies achieving or  
expected to achieve significant 
revenues in the areas relevant  
to the theme

 – An index is generally adjusted once or  
twice a year, and its constituents are 

 – equally weighted.
 – Dividends and other income distributions  

are reinvested in the index on a net  
basis – minus any country-specific  
withholding taxes

The most promising compa-
nies in the universe from  
the thematic point of view are 
selected with the aid of  
quantitative financial indica-
tors (e.g. sales, dividend  
yield, price/earnings ratio).

 – Definition of minimum market cap.
 – Definition of average daily trading  

volume (over the past 12 months,  
including the selection date)

 –  Additional financial indicators may  
be included as criteria.

Definition of the number 
of stocks in the selected 
sectors

1 Universe

Adjustments & dividends

2 Equity pool

3 Liquidity filter

4 Final  
 selection
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01 Blockchain Technology 
 A cornerstone of tomorrow’s  
 economy?
The blockchain: an open, distributed ledger that records 
and stores transactions securely, permanently and 
efficiently. The technology behind it has become a hot 
topic. Does it have the potential to become a cornerstone 
of tomorrow’s economy? While we cannot really predict 
the precise role blockchain technology will play for the 
economy and society as a whole just yet, it could lead  
to fundamental changes. Transactions, contracts and the 
ways they are recorded are key elements of our economic 
system, but they have not kept pace with the digital 
transformation. Blockchain technology now promises to 
solve this problem. Many experts see it has the next  
step in the evolution of the World Wide Web. They believe 
that it is as important as the Internet was and still is. 
When the Internet first emerged, it changed the way data 
are distributed and consumed. Blockchain technology 
could do the same for the way transactions between  
two or more parties are conducted.

02 Artificial Intelligence 
 The evolution of thought
The stage is set for artificial intelligence (AI). In 
combination with cloud computing and cheap storage, 
machines and algorithms are already able to evaluate 
large volumes of data, identify patterns, and work out  
the right decisions to take. AI is already a reality in  
some in areas (Tesla Autopilot, Alexa, Google Translate, 
robo-advisors). Going forward, AI could take hold in  
all aspects of our lives, entailing lasting changes. The 
consequences could be more disruptive than the 
changes we have experienced with smartphones and 
PCs. AI is more than “simply” a few smart algorithms.  
In fact, it is an entire cosmos of technologies and 
machines. This is opening up considerable potential for 
companies to improve their products and services. 

Thematic 
investments
Our thematic investments provide you  
with selected strategies offering access  
to a broad array of markets, trends  
and themes. This allows you to benefit  
from Vontobel’s innovation and expertise,  
and to seize the latest investment  
opportunities as they arise.

8
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9Thematic investments

03 Wearables 
 Smart advice close to hand
The term “wearable technology” refers to small devices 
that are worn on the body and can be connected to  
the Internet. These tiny electronic gadgets are set  
to continue to transform our lives yet further, perhaps  
in the same way as smartphones once did. They are  
currently enjoying their strongest momentum in the  
fitness and healthcare industry. Here they are giving rise 
to innovative solutions for monitoring, and also with 
regard to the prevention and treatment of diseases. Be  
it smartwatches or biometric t-shirts – wearables are 
opening up completely new possibilities in many key 
areas of our lives. There is considerable further potential, 
and this is likely to be a sustainable trend.

04 Smart Cars 
 Smart cars in a connected world
Connected cars create a new driving experience thanks 
to greater safety, comfort and entertainment. Lane- 
departure warning technology, parking systems and 
emergency braking functions are now standard features. 
They have also become key criteria when it comes  
to buying a car, and would even prompt many drivers to 
switch car brand. The potential for innovative techno- 
logies is immense, but they are not produced by the  
automakers themselves. This means that suppliers  
specializing in car connectivity are an essential part  
of the process. They deliver the corresponding techno- 
logies to the carmaking industry that extend and/or  
optimize communication inside and outside the vehicle. 
And it is they that are likely to have the greatest exposure 
to the connectivity trend, and thus to profit from the  
market momentum. The connected car business includes 
companies from the automotive supply and technology 
sectors that develop connectivity technologies for the  
car industry.
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05 Digital Marketplaces Platforms  
 Platforms can add value
Platforms can create new forms of value just by being 
platforms. The concept is nothing new. Take shopping 
centres for example, bringing together consumers and 
retailers. The same can be said of digital marketplaces,  
but thanks to new technology they are cheaper and much 
more powerful. The more participants a platform has,  
the greater its value, while the “community effect” serves  
as the ultimate source of potential competitive advantages. 
A good strategy is crucial to a platform’s success. Only  
when companies open up their ecosystems and take  
a fresh approach can major opportunities arise: for 
established players, newcomers – and investors. 

06 Social Media Titans 
 Giants dominating the  
 social media landscape
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn: they and many others have  
contributed to a new branch of the Internet taking hold in 
a short space of time. Many new business models are  
currently emerging, and it is possible that the social media 
companies are only just getting started. With the prospect  
of a persistently positive future in store, the social media  
networks sector will remain interesting. This global index 
reflects the share price performance of promising large 
companies that generate a significant part of their revenues 
in the social media area.

07 Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash,  
 Ether & Ripple 
 Interesting alternative to direct  
 investment

Thanks to the successful symbiosis of the listed open-end 
“tracker certificates” on the crypto currencies Bitcoin, Bit-
coin Cash, Ether and Ripple, investors have been provided 
with a “bankable” investment instrument. This allows them to 
participate in the performance of Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash, Ether 
or Ripple in US dollars almost one-to-one without having to 
have access to one of the crypto currency platforms with a 
Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash, Ether or Ripple wallet. The crypto cur-
rency certificates are also trading as listed securities on 
stock exchanges. This means investors can take advantage 
of trading hours, market making quality requirements, liqui-
dity and settlement of regulated stock exchanges. The risk 
of loss of the crypto currency, e.g. by a hacker attack does 
not lie with the investor. In Thanks to the unlimited term of 
the tracker certificates, investors can choose their preferred 
investment horizon. In addition, Vontobel, as the issuer of the 
investment product, is responsible for any IT administration 
issues that may arise in the event of hard forks. (See “Under-
lying risks” under “Legal information”).

08 Cyber Security 
 The trend towards digital security
On the back of the surge in mobile communications, the 
Internet of Things and cloud computing, the importance  
of digital security is coming to the fore. Meanwhile, the 
marked increase in data transfer means IT systems are ever 
more vulnerable. Against this backdrop, demand for a wide 
range of technological solutions in the cyber security area is 
set to increase further. This segment has developed into a 
technological trend in its own right, boasting strong growth 
potential. The Cyber Security Performance Index was set  
up by Solactive to save potential investors from having  
to carry out time-consuming analysis to identify promising 
stocks. It also applies tried-and-tested Value Investing 
criteria to the technology sector, incorporating them in the 
selection process.

Thematic investments
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#Smart Grid
#Technology
#Infrastructure

10

09 Industry 4.0 
 The fourth industrial revolution
The fourth industrial revolution has just begun. This mega-
trend – known as Industry 4.0 – stems from the Internet  
of Things and Services, which is currently taking hold in the 
manufacturing industry. Thanks to the new quality of con-
nectivity, all productive entities – human beings, machines, 
workpieces and systems – will work together 'hand in  
hand', thus driving strong productivity gains. The Industry  
4.0 Performance Index was launched to enable investors  
to participate in the potential uptrend stemming from this 
promising theme. Both quantitative and qualitative criteria 
are used in the selection process, which also applies  
tried-and-tested Value Investing criteria to the technology 
sector. The analysis focuses on the aspects entry barriers, 
market growth, management quality and international  
reach. 

10 Smart Grid 
 Intelligent electricity networks
The term “smart grid” refers to an intelligent power grid  
that optimizes cooperation between electricity producers, 
storage providers, consumers, and power transmission and 
distribution networks. The aim is to ensure power supply 
based on efficient and reliable systems. Energy transition 
and the associated development of renewables are driving  
a compelling need to restructure power grids. Electricity is 
already no longer being generated exclusively in huge plants, 
and is instead being fed into the grid on a decentralized 
basis. The trend towards a power grid with external suppliers 
is leading to strong demand for expansion. This is necessary 
to address future requirements appropriately. Experts are 
referring to the smart grid sector as a nascent market worth 
billions.

11 5G – Technology  
 The future of connectivity
With the age of digitization, the demand for data is 
increasing exponentially. It is not only the rapid increase 
in mobile data that is driving this growth. The growing 
interconnectivity of all technical devices and the 
associated “Internet of Things” play an equally central 
role. In the future, not only autonomous vehicles will 
communicate wirelessly with each other, but also 
everyday objects such as refrigerators. From sensors and 
robots in production plants to wearables and entire  
smart cities, billions of new connections will be created 
that depend on a reliable network that can process  
huge amounts of data in milliseconds. For the first time, 
5G enables connectivity to meet these demanding 
requirements. The application possibilities of this technology 
are therefore virtually unlimited. It has the potential to create 
added value in every conceivable industry.

#Industry 4.0
#Megatrend 
#Technology

09

#Oil-Strategy
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12 Battery Energy Storage 
 Are lithium-ion batteries  
 the energy storage system  
 of the future?

From minicells in fitness trackers and mobile phones  
to batteries in the automotive and power industries – the 
demand for energy storage devices is growing rapidly. 
Lithium-ion batteries are probably the best storage  
solution available at present, and they are proving very 
popular for use not just in wireless devices, but also in 
electric vehicles. The Solactive Battery Energy Storage 
Performance Index allows investors to profit from rising 
demand for lithium-ion batteries. The index tracks the 
share price performance of an equity basket of compa-
nies throughout the battery manufacturing value chain – 
from the mining of lithium to the production of chemical 
substances and the manufacture of batteries. 

13 Oil-Strategy 
 An intelligent approach using  
 futures or equities
There are essentially two ways in which investors can 
participate in a rise in the price of oil: by investing in 
shares of promising oil groups and thus participating 
indirectly in the price trend, or by investing in oil futures. 
The index does both. Depending on the shape of the  
oil futures curve, it has phases where it invests either  
in equities or futures. In other words, it invests in the 
corresponding futures to profit from roll gains in a 
backwardation situation, whereas in a contango scenario 
it invests in oil equities to minimize the disadvantage  
of roll losses.

#5G Technology
#Technology
#Megatrend
#Global

11

Product details  

from page 20

#Battery Energy Storage 
#Megatrend 
#Technology 
#Industrial Goods & Services
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14 China Policy 
 China’s structural reforms
Since the historic change in leadership in March 2013,  
the Chinese government has been pushing forward with 
one reform after another, seeking to bolster domestic 
demand and sustainably strengthen the country’s  
competitiveness. The overarching goals include improv-
ing living standards and increasing prosperity in society. 
Interesting investment themes can be derived from the 
knowledge and detailed analysis of the many economic 
policy decisions taken by the government and the  
measures implemented. Vontobel has therefore brought 
an expert partner on board in the shape of Sun Hung  
Kai Financial (formerly North Square Blue Oak), a leading 
research specialist in Chinese policy and its economic 
impact. SHK Financial’s analysts present a regular selec-
tion of promising Chinese companies, and the index 
reflects the performance of the shares chosen from this 
SHK Financial selection pool every six months.

15 Belt and Road Initiative 
 The most ambitious infrastructure  
 and investment plan in history
The most ambitious infrastructure project in history is still 
in its start-up phase. Chinese President Xi Jinping first 
mentioned the Belt and Road Initiative in fall 2013. It 
affects more than 100 countries that together account for 
40 % of global GDP and around 65 % of the world's popu-
lation. It involves planning the construction of two trade 
corridors stretching all across Asia to Europe: the 21st- 
Century Maritime Silk Road (a new trade route linking 
China to South Asia and then to Africa and ultimately 
Europe via the Indian Ocean) and the Silk Road Economic 
Belt (an overland corridor from China to Europe via Cen-
tral Asia). Trillions will need to be invested. 

16 China Automobile 
 An automotive industry  
 driven by urbanization
China is experiencing exceptionally rapid urbanization 
with dynamic growth in its middle class and incomes  
rising. Demand for cars as a means of transport and as 
 a symbol of upward mobility, but also as an expression  
of the desire for individuality and independence, is rising 
steadily. With more than 13 million cars sold in 2009, 
China overtook the world’s biggest car markets – the  
US and Japan – for the first time. This growth is set to 
deliver a boost not only for domestic car manufacturers, 
but also for companies throughout the value chain.

17 Global Sustainability Leaders 
 “Sustainable” returns
The Global Sustainability Leaders Performance Index  
is aimed at giving investors a platform for making respon-
sible and sustainable investments. Unlike with traditional 
investments, responsible and sustainable investing takes 
ecological and social factors into account in addition to 
conventional investment criteria such as returns, risk and 
liquidity. Corporate governance aspects are also consid-
ered. The Global Sustainability Leaders Performance 
Index comprises companies that rank among the top  
performers in their industry in terms of environmental, 
social and corporate governance factors (best-in-class 
approach). Companies active in controversial business 
areas and those that use controversial business practices 
are excluded.

18 Demographic Opportunity 
 The Golden Age of the  
 Silver Society
Although we are living longer, biologically we are younger 
than ever. More and more older people are turning back 
the years and taking their lives in entirely new directions. 
Senior citizens are thus increasingly becoming key factors 
in the economy, which is borne out not only by longer 
lifespans and better health, but also by the increasing size 
of this age group. The “Silver Society” is the manifestation 
of a long-term demographic trend, a development that 
various business areas are profiting from and which inves-
tors can also harness. The new Solactive Demographic 
Opportunity Performance Index was launched with this  
in mind. It provides investors with a means of participating 
in the trend of population aging in the western industrial-
ized countries.

Thematic investments
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19 Impact Investing 
 Social, ecological, and financial  
 returns in one
More and more investors around the world are factoring 
sustainability into their investments. Especially the 
younger people, also known as millennials, care about 
investing sustainably. For many, simply avoiding alcohol 
and tobacco conglomerates, arms manufacturers or 
companies that are particularly damaging to the 
environment is no longer enough. There is a solution: 
impact investing. It allows investors to support companies 
that are committed to solving social and environmental 
problems – and, contrary to enduring prejudice, they can 
do so without compromising on returns. In 2015, the UN 
set 17 global sustainability goals to be achieved by 2030. 
With the MSCI World IMI Select Sustainable Impact Top 
20 Index, investors can participate in the performance of 
companies that generate a significant portion of their 
revenues in areas that contribute to the achievement of 
these goals.

20 Healthcare Facilities 
 Healthcare industry getting  
 in shape
The ongoing shift in age structures can be seen in  
many regions of the world. As people are living longer, 
typical age-related diseases are becoming more  
common, leading to a continual increase in the need  
for care and hospital stays. The healthcare provision  
infrastructure segment is set to profit from rising demand 
for care and the increasing needs of senior citizens. 
Unlike most sector barometers, therefore, the globally 
focused Solactive Healthcare Facilities Performance 
Index does not concentrate on pharmaceuticals firms  
(i.e. drug manufacturers) but instead on companies that 
either participate in appropriate healthcare facilities or 
provide innovative, high-quality solution concepts and 
services to such facilities. Examples include specialized 
hospitals and care facilities, old peoples’ homes, and  
also mobile infrastructure providers.

21 Gene Therapy 
 A key technology that saves lives
2017 has been seen as a breakthrough year for gene 
therapy, which could soon be used to cure aggressive 
forms of cancer, AIDS and even hereditary diseases.  
Gene therapy is a key technology in the healthcare  
sector that is regarded as having great potential. Could  
it be a megatrend that investors will profit from in the 
near future? Provided the market players involved achieve 
commercial success, including it in a portfolio at an  
early stage could add an innovative touch. Besides  
attractive return prospects, gene therapy offers diversi- 
fication benefits for a classic investment portfolio  
that consists mainly of core investments or only contains 
“conventional” pharmaceuticals.  

22 European High Dividend  
 Low Volatility 
 It’s all about the selection
Dividends are an important source of income. However, 
blindly buying equities with high dividend yields is not 
advisable, since any such income can quickly be wiped 
out again by pronounced share price fluctuations. The 
index, meanwhile, follows a systematic stock selection 
process, reflecting the performance of an intelligent 
strategy. The focus is on shares of European companies 
that offer a high dividend yield and are also likely to be 
able to deliver a sustainably stable dividend policy going 
forward. In addition to this, the share prices must have  
a relatively low risk of loss.

23 Vontobel Swiss Research 
 Hitting the right targets
Vontobel is the market leader in Swiss equity research, 
and this product now gives all investors access to  
our award-winning expertise. The basket contains all 
Swiss stocks that have a “Buy” recommendation from 
Vontobel’s analysts. It is dynamic, with adjustments made 
on the same day as any rating changes, subject to the 
stocks meeting liquidity requirements. Stocks that receive 
a “Buy” recommendation are added, and those that lose 
their “Buy” recommendation are always eliminated. 
Thanks to the three weighting classes, the basket is more 
balanced than a capitalization-weighted equity index, and 
the market coverage is more realistic. Net dividends are 
reinvested in the same stock on the distribution date.
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24 Vontobel Swiss Smart Dividend  
 Expert selection of  
 Swiss dividend pearls
Dividends are a largely defensive source of returns  
and represent a key part of overall returns over the long 
term. They can cushion the impact of share price losses 
to a certain extent. However, selecting “dividend pearls” 
merely on the basis of historical data may not be enough. 
The concept behind the Vontobel Swiss Smart Dividend 
Performance Index is backed up by a combination of 
Vontobel’s expertise in Swiss equity research and a 
cleverly thought-out dividend strategy. The analysts 
select stocks with an uninterrupted history of paying 
dividends and a dividend yield that at least meets the 
minimum requirement and is steadily rising and forecast 
to keep rising. It is calculated and continually monitored 
by the award-winning experts of Vontobel Equity 
Research. Only Swiss “dividend pearls” with a “Buy” or 
“Hold” rating are included in the index, which is reviewed 
monthly with reference to dividend-relevant events  
and rating changes. Any stocks that have their rating 
downgraded to “Reduce” are immediately removed. 

#Luxury
#Retail

25

#Vontobel Swiss 
  Smart Dividend
#Strategy 
#Dividende

24

Thematic investments

Product details  
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25 Luxury 
 Invest in luxury
Swiss watches, high-class handbags, and jewellery –  
as standards of living improve and purchasing power 
increases, the global demand for luxury goods is rising. 
The luxury goods industry is profiting from the increase  
in affluent social classes coupled with an expanding  
clientele. The segment is being bolstered by strong 
demand from Asian consumers, for example.. 

26 Global Spin-Off 
 Spin-offs laying the  
 foundations for success
Mergers and acquisitions can send many investors’ 
expectations soaring with regard to share price perfor-
mance. However, the exact opposite activity – namely 
spin-offs – can also be worth a look. Studies show  
that spun-off companies often post better share price 
performance than their former parents. Timing is of  
particular importance in this regard. This global index is 
transparent and systematically reflects the share price 
performance of the 20 most recent spin-offs worldwide. 
To be included, the young companies must have been 
listed on the stock exchange for at least 30 days. 

#Global Spin-Off
#Strategy 26
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Product details

Open-end tracker 
certificates

 Vontobel thematic range
In addition to exciting stories, Vontobel’s repertoire also  
includes an extensive selection of interesting thematic  
investments. Why not take a look at our whole range?

For an overview of all the themes on which Vontobel offers  
certificates, see derinet.com/thematicinvestments.

THEME UNDERLYING REGION CURR  VALOR 
FACT-

SHEET
5G Technology 5G Technology Performance-Index Global CHF 4419 1896
5G Technology 5G Technology Performance-Index Global EUR 4419 1895
5G Technology 5G Technology Performance-Index Global USD 4419 1892
Artificial Intelligence Solactive Artificial Intelligence Performance-Index Global CHF 3773 7246
Artificial Intelligence Solactive Artificial Intelligence Performance-Index Global USD 3773 7247
Battery Energy Storage Solactive Battery Energy Storage Performance-Index Global CHF 3829 1228
Battery Energy Storage Solactive Battery Energy Storage Performance-Index Global USD 3829 1230
Battery Energy Storage Solactive Battery Energy Storage Performance-Index Global EUR 3829 1231
Belt and Road Initiative Vontobel Belt and Road Index, advised by CCBIAM Global CHF 4750 7481
Belt and Road Initiative Vontobel Belt and Road Index, advised by CCBIAM Global EUR 4750 7438
Belt and Road Initiative Vontobel Belt and Road Index, advised by CCBIAM Global USD 4750 7418
Blockchain Technology Solactive Blockchain Technology Performance-Index Global CHF 4054 5227
Blockchain Technology Solactive Blockchain Technology Performance-Index Global USD 4054 5226
Blockchain Technology Solactive Blockchain Technology Performance-Index Global EUR 4054 5229
China Automobile Solactive China Automobile Performance-Index China CHF 1132 8691
China Automobile Solactive China Automobile Performance-Index China EUR 1132 8692
China Policy Vontobel China Policy Performance-Index China CHF 1415 0661
China Policy Vontobel China Policy Performance-Index China EUR 1415 0663
Cyber Security Cyber Security Performance-Index Global CHF 2925 8471
Cyber Security Cyber Security Performance-Index Global USD 2925 8489
Demographic Opportunity Solactive Demographic Opportunity Perf.-Index Global CHF 3418 2500
Demographic Opportunity Solactive Demographic Opportunity Perf.-Index Global USD 3418 2502
Digital Marketplaces Digital Marketplaces Performance-Index Global CHF 3276 0563
Digital Marketplaces Digital Marketplaces Performance-Index Global USD 3276 0566

http://www.derinet.com/thematicinvestments
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0441918965?ReturnUrl=%2fCH%2fEN%2fcontent-search%3fSearchTerm%3d5g&FromPath=_Additional+Navigation--_Pages--Suchergebnis--
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0441918957?ReturnUrl=%2fCH%2fEN%2fcontent-search%3fSearchTerm%3d5g&FromPath=_Additional+Navigation--_Pages--Suchergebnis--
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0441918924?ReturnUrl=%2fCH%2fEN%2fcontent-search%3fSearchTerm%3d5g&FromPath=_Additional+Navigation--_Pages--Suchergebnis--
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0377372468
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0377372476
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0382912282
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0382912308
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0382912316
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0475074818?ReturnUrl=%2fCH%2fEN%2fcontent-search%3fSearchTerm%3dbelt&FromPath=_Additional+Navigation--_Pages--Suchergebnis--
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0475074388?ReturnUrl=%2fCH%2fEN%2fcontent-search%3fSearchTerm%3dbelt&FromPath=_Additional+Navigation--_Pages--Suchergebnis--
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0475074180?ReturnUrl=%2fCH%2fEN%2fcontent-search%3fSearchTerm%3dbelt&FromPath=_Additional+Navigation--_Pages--Suchergebnis--
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0405452274
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0405452266
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0405452290
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0113286915
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0113286923
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0141506615
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0141506631
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0292584718
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0292584890
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0341825005
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0341825021
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0327605637
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0327605660
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0441918965&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0441918957&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0441918924&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0377372468&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0377372476&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0382912282&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0382912282&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0382912316&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0475074818&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0475074388&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0475074180&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0405452274&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0405452266&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0405452290&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0113286915&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0113286923&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0141506615&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0141506631&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0292584718&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0292584890&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0341825005&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0341825021&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0327605637&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0327605660&language=en
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Have we aroused your interest? 
Call us on +41 58 283 78 88 to find out more.  
Our experts will help you with your request 
Monday to Friday from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. 

THEME UNDERLYING REGION CURR  VALOR 
FACT-

SHEET
European High Dividend  
Low Volatility

Solactive European High Dividend Low Volatility  
Performance-Index

Europe CHF 2417 3007

European High Dividend  
Low Volatility

Solactive European High Dividend Low Volatility  
Performance-Index

Europe EUR 2417 3008

European High Dividend  
Low Volatility

Solactive European High Dividend Low Volatility  
Performance-Index

Europe GBP 2417 3027

Gene Therapy Vontobel Gene Therapy Performance-Index Global CHF 4188 4597
Gene Therapy Vontobel Gene Therapy Performance-Index Global USD 4188 4604
Gene Therapy Vontobel Gene Therapy Performance-Index Global EUR 4188 4603
Global Spin-Off Solactive Global Spin-off Performance-Index Global CHF 1415 1051
Global Spin-Off Solactive Global Spin-off Performance-Index Global EUR 1415 1052
Global Spin-Off Solactive Global Spin-off Performance-Index Global USD 1415 1053
Global Sustainability Leaders Solactive Global Sustainability Leaders Perf.-Index Global CHF 3666 7914
Global Sustainability Leaders Solactive Global Sustainability Leaders Perf.-Index Global EUR 3666 8916
Global Sustainability Leaders Solactive Global Sustainability Leaders Perf.-Index Global USD 3666 7913
Healthcare Facilities Solactive Healthcare Facilities Performance-Index Global CHF 2417 2736
Healthcare Facilities Solactive Healthcare Facilities Performance-Index Global EUR 2417 2737
Healthcare Facilities Solactive Healthcare Facilities Performance-Index Global USD 2417 2738
Impact Investing MSCI IMI Select Sustainable Impact Top 20 Index Global CHF 4646 8491
Impact Investing MSCI IMI Select Sustainable Impact Top 20 Index Global EUR 4646 8516
Impact Investing MSCI IMI Select Sustainable Impact Top 20 Index Global USD 4646 8517
Industry 4.0 Industry 4.0 Performance-Index Global CHF 3161 2760
Industry 4.0 Industry 4.0 Performance-Index Global USD 3161 2761
Luxury Vontobel Luxury Performance-Index Global CHF 1415 0463
Oil-Strategy Vontobel Oil-Strategy Index Global CHF 1014 0821
Oil-Strategy Vontobel Oil-Strategy Index Global EUR 1014 0822
Oil-Strategy Vontobel Oil-Strategy Index Global USD 1014 0823
Smart Cars Solactive Smart Cars Performance-Index Global CHF 2417 3656
Smart Cars Solactive Smart Cars Performance-Index Global EUR 2417 3657
Smart Grid Solactive® Smart Grid Performance-Index Global CHF 1077 8283
Smart Grid Solactive® Smart Grid Performance-Index Global EUR 1078 2027
Smart Grid Solactive® Smart Grid Performance-Index Global USD 1079 7121
Social Media Titans Solactive Social Media Titans Performance-Index Global CHF 2417 2866
Social Media Titans Solactive Social Media Titans Performance-Index Global EUR 2417 2867
Social Media Titans Solactive Social Media Titans Performance-Index Global USD 2417 2868
Vontobel Swiss Research Vontobel Swiss Research Basket Switzerland CHF 3018 8932
Vontobel Swiss Smart Dividend Vontobel Swiss Smart Dividend Performance-Index Switzerland CHF 3947 8713
Wearables Solactive Wearable Tech Performance-Index Global CHF 2417 3351
Wearables Solactive Wearable Tech Performance-Index Global USD 2417 3352

Cryptocurrency Bitcoin Global USD 3829 0335
Cryptocurrency Bitcoin Cash Global USD 4030 9990
Cryptocurrency Ether Global USD 4714 0662
Cryptocurrency Litecoin Global USD 4810 4613
Cryptocurrency Ripple Global USD 4714 2542

Issuer / guarantor: Vontobel Financial Products Ltd., DIFC Dubai / Vontobel Holding AG, Zurich (Moody’s A3). SSPA designation:  
tracker certificate (1300). Listing: SIX Swiss Exchange. Please note: see page 22 / 23 for product risks; all products are open-end.

https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0241730073
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0241730081
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0241730271
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0418845977
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0418846041
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0418846033
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0141510518
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0141510526
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0141510534
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0366679147
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0366689161
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0366679139
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0241727368
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0241727376
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0241727384
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0464684916?ReturnUrl=%2fCH%2fEN%2fProduct%2fCH0464684916%3fTab%3dThemeninvestments%26FromPath%3dProdukte--Produkte+finden--Themeninvestments--&FromPath=Produkte--Produkte+finden--Themeninvestments--
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0464685160?ReturnUrl=%2fCH%2fEN%2fProduct%2fCH0464684916%3fTab%3dThemeninvestments%26FromPath%3dProdukte--Produkte+finden--Themeninvestments--&FromPath=Produkte--Produkte+finden--Themeninvestments--
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0464685178?ReturnUrl=%2fCH%2fEN%2fProduct%2fCH0464684916%3fTab%3dThemeninvestments%26FromPath%3dProdukte--Produkte+finden--Themeninvestments--&FromPath=Produkte--Produkte+finden--Themeninvestments--
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0316127601
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0316127619
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0141504636
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0101408216
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0101408224
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0101408232
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0241736567
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0241736575
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0107782838
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0107820273
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0107971217
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0241728663
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0241728671
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0241728689
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0301889322
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0394787136
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0241733515
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0241733523
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0382903356
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0403099903?ReturnUrl=%2fCH%2fEN%2fcontent-search%3fSearchTerm%3dBITCOIN%2bCASH&FromPath=_Additional+Navigation--_Pages--Suchergebnis--
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0471406626
http://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0481046131?ReturnUrl=%2fCH%2fEN%2fcontent-search%3fSearchTerm%3dlitecoin&FromPath=_Additional+Navigation--_Pages--Suchergebnis--
https://derinet.vontobel.com/CH/EN/Product/CH0471425428?ReturnUrl=%2fCH%2fEN%2fcontent-search%3fSearchTerm%3dripple&FromPath=_Additional+Navigation
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0418845977&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0241730271&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0241730081&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0241730073&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0418846041&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0418846033&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0141510518&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0141510526&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0141510534&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0366679147&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0366689161&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0366679139&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0241727368&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0241727376&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0241727384&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0464684916&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0464685160&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0464685178&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0316127601&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0316127619&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0141504636&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0101408216&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0101408224&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0101408232&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0241736567&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0241736575&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0107782838&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0107820273&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0107971217&language=en
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/api/factsheet?isin=CH0241728663&language=en
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Legal notices
This publication is for information purposes only and does not represent an investment recommendation or advice. It does not replace the 
qualified advice necessary before any purchase decision, in particular as regards all associated risks. This publication was drawn up by our 
Financial Products & Distribution organizational unit, and is not the result of financial analysis. The Directives on the Independence of Financial 
Research issued by the Swiss Bankers Association do not apply to this publication. Any content in this publication originating from other  
organizational units at Vontobel or third parties is marked as such with reference to the source. Past performance must not be taken as an  
indication or guarantee of future performance. The exclusively binding terms and conditions are contained in the prospectuses, which are 
available free of charge from Bank Vontobel AG, Financial Products, Bleicherweg 21, CH-8022 Zurich or by calling +41 58 283 78 88. Please 
refer also to the brochure “Special Risks in Securities Trading”, which you can order from us. Structured products are not deemed collective 
investment schemes within the meaning of the Federal Act on Collective Investment Schemes (CISA) and are therefore not subject to the 
approval or supervision of the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority FINMA. The value of structured products may depend not only  
on the performance of the underlying, but also on the creditworthiness of the issuer. The investor is exposed to the risk of the issuer / guarantor 
defaulting. This publication and the financial products outlined herein are not intended for persons subject to a jurisdiction which limits or  
prohibits the sale of financial products or the dissemination of this publication and / or the information contained herein.
All information is provided without a guarantee. June 2019.
© Bank Vontobel AG. All rights reserved.

Risks associated with specific underlyings
As the Federal Council stated in its report on virtual currencies dated 25 June 2014, users of bitcoins (and thus indirectly also investors in 
products that have bitcoin as their underlying) are exposed to high risks of fraud and loss. A number of bitcoin trading platforms have already 
had to cease trading or been closed for other reasons – in some cases due to hacking. Bitcoins may be stolen. In many cases, purchased  
bitcoins are stored in a virtual “wallet” on a computer or smartphone. Access to these wallets is normally protected by a combination of public 
and private keys or a password. However, virtual wallets are not completely protected against hacking. Just like real wallets, money can be  
stolen from them. Theft and hacking can have a negative effect on the reputation of the currency or the marketplace concerned and thus also 
on the market price of bitcoins. Investors in products with bitcoin as their underlying are indirectly exposed to such negative effects and  
may even suffer a total loss. Bitcoins can be used anonymously, and bitcoin trading does not have to be settled via government institutions or 
banks. Bitcoins can be bought directly from their owner or via a trading platform. Such platforms are generally not regulated. Investors are 
therefore exposed to a high risk of the issuer reporting problems with collateral, leading to the loss risks outlined below. The market value of a 
bitcoin is based neither on any type of claim nor on any physical asset. Instead, it depends entirely on the expectation that the bitcoin can  
be used for future transactions. This relationship between expectation and market value is the reason for the current and probably also future  
volatility in the market value of bitcoins. If more than 50 % of all computers used to verify bitcoin transactions worldwide are under the control 
of a single entity, there is a risk that this entity may assume control of all bitcoin transactions. This is known as a 51 % attack and can lead to  
an overall loss of confidence in bitcoin, bringing trading to a standstill and causing losses (possibly even total losses) for investors.

A VONCERT [SSPA product type: tracker certificate (1300)]
essentially tracks the performance of the underlying. When investing in a VONCERT, the same risks must largely be taken into account as for  
a direct investment in the underlying, in particular the related foreign currency, market and price risks. VONCERTs do not yield current income 
and have no capital protection.

Vontobel Swiss Research Basket
The basket is compiled on the basis of the current “Buy” recommendations from Vontobel Research / Sell-Side Analysis. Adjustments are  
made on the basis of rating changes from financial analysts. In preparing financial analysis, both Vontobel and its analysts disclose any  
conflicts of interest; these may be viewed at any time at derinet.ch/researchdisclaimer.

Swiss Smart Dividend Performance Index
The index is compiled by Vontobel Equity Research on the basis of the current “Buy” and “Hold” recommendations as well as dividend data 
(history, floor and forecast) provided by Vontobel Research/Sell-Side Analysis. Adjustments arise from changes made to the ratings / dividend 
data by the financial analysts or as a result of market developments. In preparing the financial analysis, both Vontobel and its analysts disclose 
any possible conflicts of interest; these may be viewed at any time at derinet.ch/researchdisclaimer.

Solactive
Licence notice and disclaimer: The Solactive Performance Indices are calculated by Solactive AG (the “Licensor”). The VONCERT Open End 
Performance Indices are not sponsored, promoted, sold or supported in any other way by the Licensor, which offers no express or implied 
guarantee or assurance with regard to the results of using the indices or the level of an index at any given point in time or in any other respect.

Solactive Customized Indices
The financial instrument is not sponsored, promoted, sold or supported in any other manner by Structured Solutions AG (“Licensor”) nor does 
the Licensor offer any express or implicit guarantee or assurance either with regard to the results of using the customized index and / or cus-
tomized index trade mark or the customized index price at any time or in any other respect. The customized index is calculated and published 
by the Licensor. The Licensor makes best effort to ensure that the customized index is calculated correctly. Irrespective of its obligations 
towards the Issuer, the Licensor has no obligation to point out errors in the customized index to third parties including but not limited to inves-
tors and / or financial intermediaries of the financial instrument, Neither publication of the customized index by the Licensor nor the licensing  
of the customized index for the purpose of use in connection with the financial instrument constitutes a recommendation by the Licensor  
to invest capital in said financial instrument nor does it in any way represent an assurance or opinion of the Licensor with regard to any invest-
ment in this financial instrument The Licensor, who is the legal owner of rights in the customized index has only authorised the issuer of the 
financial instrument to use and to refer to the customized index in connection with the financial instrument.



Vontobel uses only recycled paper for printing. 
It takes about 1.5 times less energy and 2.5 
times less water to produce recycled paper 
than it does to produce paper from fresh fiber. 
Recycled paper also cuts greenhouse gas  
emissions by more than 20%. We offset the 
remaining emissions with various CO2 projects 
around the world.

Further information:  
vontobel.com/sustainability
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Brand notices 
China Construction Bank (CCBIAM)
Any certificates in respect of which the Index is used (“Products”) are not sponsored, 
endorsed, sold or promoted by CCB International Asset Management Limited 
(“CCBIAM”) or its affiliates. Neither CCBIAM nor its affiliates make any representa-
tions or warranties, express or implied, to the owners or manager of the Products or 
any other person regarding the advisability of investing in the Products or as to the 
results obtained from the use of the Index advised by CCBIAM (the Index). Although 
CCBIAM has provided advice on the Index strategy to the Index calculation agent 
(Vontobel), CCBIAM and its affiliates have no discretion nor any decision making 
authority with respect to the composition, calculation or use of the Index and accord-
ingly, have no obligation or liability in connection with the Index (whether it relates to 
the composition, calculation, use or otherwise of the Index), nor the operation, mar-
keting, trading or sale of the Products. CCBIAM and its affiliates shall not be liable 
(whether in negligence or otherwise) to any person for any error in the Index and shall 
not be under any obligation to advise any person of any error therein. This document 
is prepared by Bank Vontobel AG, and CCBIAM and its affiliates are not responsible 
for preparing any part of this document. Neither CCBIAM nor its affiliates make any 
representations or warranties, express or implied, to any other person regarding the 
timeliness, accuracy or truthfulness of the contents herein and accordingly, shall have 
no obligation or liability to any person in relation to any statement or representation 
set out in this document.

MSCI World IMI Select Sustainable Impact Top 20 Index  
This financial product is not sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by msci inc. 
(“msci”), any affiliate of msci or any other party involved in, or related to, making or 
compiling any msci index. The msci indexes are the exclusive property of msci. Msci 
and the msci index names are service mark(s) of msci or its affiliates and have been 
licensed for use for certain purposes by [licensee]. Neither msci, any of its affiliates 
nor any other party involved tn, or related to, making or compiling any msci index 
makes any representation or warranty, express or implied, to the owners of this finan-
cial product or any member of the public regarding the advisability of investing in 
financial securities generally or in this financial product particularly or the ability of 
any msci index to track corresponding stock market performance. Msci or its affili-
ates are the licensors of certain trademarks, service marks and trade names and of 
the msci indexes which are determined, composed and calculated by msci without 
regard to this financial product or the issuer or owner of this financial product. Nei-
ther msci, any of its affiliates nor any other party involved in, or related to, making or 
compiling any msci index has any obligation to take the needs of the issuers or own-
ers of this financial product into consideration in determining, composing or calculat-
ing the msci indexes. Neither msci, its affiliates nor any other party involved in, or 
related to, making or compiling any msci index is responsible for or has participated 
in the determination of the timing of, prices at, or quantities of this financial product 
to be issued or in the determination or calculation of the equation by which this finan-
cial product is redeemable for cash. Neither msci, any of its affiliates nor any other 
party involved in, or related to, the making or compiling any msci index has any obli-
gation or liability to the owners of this financial product in connection with the admin-
istration, marketing or offering of this financial product. Although msci shall obtain 
information for inclusion in or for use in the calculation of the msci indexes from 
sources which msci considers reliable, neither msci, any of its affiliates nor any other 
party involved in, or related to making or compiling any msci index warrants or guar-
antees the originality, accuracy and / or the completeness of any msci index or any 
data included therein. Neither msci, any of its affiliates nor any other party involved in, 
or related to, making or compiling any msci index makes any warranty, express or 
implied, as to results to be obtained by licensee, licensee’s customers or counterpar-
ties, issuers of the financial securities, owners of the financial securities, or any other 
person or entity, from the use of any msci index or any data included therein in con-
nection with the rights licensed hereunder or for any other use. Neither msci, any of 
its affiliates nor any other party involved in, or related to, making or compiling any 
msci index shall have any liability for any errors, omissions or interruptions of or in 
connection with any msci index or any data included therein. Further, neither msci, 
any of its affiliates nor any other party involved in, or related to, making or compiling 
any msci index makes any express or implied warranties of any kind, and msci, any  
of its affiliates and any other party involved in, or related to making or compiling any 
msci index hereby expressly disclaim all warranties of merchantability or fitness for  
a particular purpose, with respect to any msci index and any data included therein. 
Without limiting any of the foregoing, in no event shall msci, any of its affiliates or any 
other party involved in, or related to, making or compiling any msci index have any  
liability for any direct, indirect, special, punitive, consequential or any other damages 
(including lost profits) even if notified of the possib lity of such damages.
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